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Kozier & Erb's Fundamentals Of Nursing (10th Edition) (Fundamentals Of Nursing (Kozier))
Synopsis

For fundamentals of nursing courses in the nursing curriculum Help each student think like a nurse using a clear, consistent approach Consistency and accessibility are essential to student success in the Fundamentals of Nursing course. With its clear, approachable, writing style, Kozier & Erbâ™s Fundamentals of Nursing sets the foundation for nursing excellence. Coverage of the key concepts of contemporary nursing, as well as the latest nursing evidence, standards, and competencies, helps prepare readers to become effective nurses. To help students develop their clinical-reasoning abilities, new QSEN features draw connections to actual nursing practice. All basic and fundamental skills for the registered nurse are described within the nursing process. Students will learn to think like nurses as they see how the material they are reading is applied in nursing practice. Also available with MyNursingLab® This title is also available with MyNursingLab® an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to engage students in the Fundamentals of Nursing course and improve results. Its guided learning path is proven to help students think like a nurse as they move beyond memorization to true understanding through application. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyNursingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyNursingLab, search the Pearson website. MyNursingLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyNursingLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. Offer a consistent, seamless skills component Because the Berman textbook and Skills books are written by the same author team, fundamentals students experience a seamless presentation, style, and experience throughout. Contact your Pearson representative to package Kozier & Erbâ™s Fundamentals of Nursing, Tenth Edition with the authorsâ™ Skills in Clinical Nursing, Eighth Edition ISBN: 013399743X.
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Customer Reviews

My school loves this book so much it's used for two different classes! I wish I'd known that, I'd have bought for keeps. It's very comprehensive, but it does shortchange on some of the technology aspects. The skills boxes are clear, concise, and very helpful with a lot of images.

I'm missing the MyNursingLab though? I checked in the product description for it and bought it after I read that it would come with it. However, there is no MyNursingLab pamphlet

This book was used in my first semester of Nursing and is a good textbook, it has boxes and charts and it outlines important safety information. It can be repetitive though. I would definitely recommend buying the workbook that goes along with this for the practice questions, they helped me a lot! Good luck!

Book is the one required for school but when my son started to read it the binding came loose from one of the pages. I'm worried about how this book is going to hold up for year or two he will need to use it.

Great fundamentals book with chapter highlights at the end of each chapter and short quizzes to test your knowledge. I love how some chapters even had case studies to help you get in the habit of critical thinking. I rented this book for a fraction of the cost to purchase but if it wasn't so $$, I would've purchased it.

Great person to deal with AAA+++}

This version is lighter and has the same pages as the book with the exception of starting off sooner. Meaning, that page 1 from the hard book will be page 29 on the global version. Awesome book
When my book came it was very scuffed up on the back. I had purchased a new book so I feel that it should have come looking new, not beat around.
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